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Abstract

A new transport equation for illtermittencv factor is l)VOl)osed 1o model transitional

flows. The intermitlenl 1)ehavior of the transitional flows is incorporated into the com-

1)uta'tions I)v modil3"ing lh(' eddy viscosity, lit, oblaillal)le from a lurl)ulenc(' model, wilh

lhe intermitlencv fa('lov. _,: tl7 = 5tlt. h_ Ibis l)al)er. Menler's ,S,ST model (Menter. 199.1)

is employe(l to ('Oml)Ule to and other lur])ulenl quanlilies.

The prol)ose(l hllermitlenc\ ti'allsporl e(lualion ('an l)e considered as a blending of

lwo models Sl.eelanl and Di('k (19.()6) al,(l ('ho and ('hung (19!)2). The tk)rmer was

prol)osed for near-wall flows and was designed I() rel)roduce lhe streamwise varialion of

the hflermillencv faclor ill tile lransition zone following l)hawan and Navasiml,a ('or'rela-

tion (I)hawan and Narasimha, 1958)and lhe laller was 1)rOl)osed for fl'ee shear flows and

was used 1o l)rovide a realistic cross-slreanl varialion of the inlermiltency profile.

The new model was used to predict the T3 series exl)erimenls assembled 1)v Say-

ill (199:1a, 19931)) in('ludillg flows wilh (lifDren! fl'eestream turbulence inlensilies and lwo

pressure-gradie111 cases. For all !esl cases good agreemeifl s })elween t he conll)ule(1 resuh s

and the experimental (lala are observed.
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1 Introduction

To a large extent, flows in low-pressure turbine applications are transitional, and the

behavior of the flow transition is strongly' affected 1)5; the fl'eestream turbulence level and

pressure gradients in the turbine blade passage. In order to predict the losses and heat.

transfer one nmst be able t.o predict accurately the boundary-layer development and its

interactions with flow transition and separation.

Although a lot of work has been reported on improving the accuracy of the CFD tools

in engineering predictions, specially in the turbulence modeling areas, CFD prediction

of transitional flows still remains an almost untouched territory, as compared with other

areas of CFD developments. A common way t.o simulate laminar to turbulent transition

in computations is to switch on the turbulence model (or turbulent eddy viscosity) at an

experimentally pre-determined transition location. This method is a.d hoc and ignores

the t.ransition physics and the importance of the transitional zone completely. Especially

for flows where lhe transitional region covers a large portion of lhe flowfield, as observed

in many low-pressure turbine experiments, this practice can lead to severe errors ill the

solution.

Savill (1993a. 1.9.931)). and \.Vestin and Henkes (1997) have tested a large variety of

lurl)ulence models and conlpared models" performances in predicting a few of T3-series

transition flow experiments. They showed that no model could predict both transition

location and length for a range ot" flow condit.ions and concluded that tile existing models

were inadequate to predict flow l ra.nsition.

An alternative to this approach is to use the concept of inlermittencv to blend the flow

from the laminar to the turbulent regions. Tiffs al)l)roach, although highly empirical, has

sllown some successes in predicting transition behavior. Dhawan and Narasimha (1958)

correlated the exi)erimental data and proposed a, generalized intermittencv distribution

function across flow transition. The correlation was later improved 1)v Gostelow el

al. (1994) for flows with pressure gradients subject to a range of fl'eestream turbulence

intensities.

Solomon et al. (1995), following tile work of Chen and Thvson (1971), developed an

improved method to predict transitional flows involving changes in pressure gradients. In

this model, the effects of changing streamwise pressure gradient on the breakdown physics

and spot spreading rates are taken into account. This is accomplished by varying tile spot

spreading angle and propagation parameter through the transition zone according to the

local pressure gradient parameter.

Steelant and Dick (1996) proposed a transport equation for intermittency, in which

the source term of the equation is developed such that the ") distribution of Dhawan

and Narasimha (1958) across the lransition region can be reproduced. Steelant and

Dick used their model, coupled with two sets of conditioned Navier-Stokes equations, to

predict lransitional flows with zero, favorable, and adverse pressure gradients. However.

since their technique involved the solution of two sets of strongly coupled equations, the

method is not compatible with existing CFD codes, ill which only one set, of Navier-Stokes

equations is involved. Moreover, the model was designed to provide a realistic streamwise

behavior but with no consideration of tile variation of 2' in the cross-stream direction.
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Choand Clmng(1.992)developeda l,'-e-_ turl)ulence model for free shear flows. Tll('ir

turbulence lnodel explicitly incorporates l lie interlnittencv effect into the conven! ional g'-(

model equations by introducing an additional (ransl)ort equation for 2,. They applied this

model to compute a plane jet, a round jot, a plane far wake, and a plane mixing laver with

good agreements. Allhough this me(hod was not &'signed to reproduce flow transition it

provided a realistic l)rotile of ";, in the cross-stream direct ion.

In the current paper, a new (ransporl equation for intermittencv factor is proposed.

The main motivat ion ill t lie development of the new model is (o combine the best h'a.t ures

of the existing transition models in the prol)ose(t lno(lel. The model can no( ()ill\' reproduce

the intermit(encv distribution of l)hawan and Narasimha ill the slreamwise direction ])ul

also is able to provide a prol)er variation of ") in l.he cross-s(ream direction. Our aim is

to propose a lnodel that will predict flow transition under the inttuences of ft'eesiream

turbulence and pressure gradients.

:\ review of a numl)er of tt'ansi(ion models used in Ill(' CUI'I'elII sludv is given in sec-

tion 2. In section 3, the new model, combining Ill(' l)es( Features of (he models discussed

in section 2. is prOl)OSed. Seclion-1 discusses (he)lumerical issues regarding the imple-

menta(ion of Ill(' current method ill tile existing ('FI) codes, including our choice of lhe

correlations (o predicl Ill(' o_lsel of the transition under lhe influences of fl'eestream lur-

Imlence and pressure gradients. Section .5 shows t lie comparisons of the new transition

model against T:I series eXl)e)'inwnts of Savill (I.(),():la, 1!).()31)). ('oncluding remarks are

provided ill sect ion (i.

2 Transition Models

2.1 Dhawan and Narasimha

Dhawan and Narasim]la {1,(t.%8) correlaled a range of exl)erimenlal dala alld l)rovided lhe

following expression for sl reamwise in)er]nil(encv distril)u( ion:

-e×),[-(.,.-.,. (.,'2 .,',): = 0 (.r < .r,) (1)

where l" is the fl'eeslrealll veloci)y: .rt is (h(' 1)oinl of transilion onsel: i_ is (he Sl)Ot

formation rate and cr is the spot l)rol)agalion l)arametol ".

There are two ways to exl)ress equation (1) in (lilllensionless forln: one way, as given

by Narasimha (1!185), is to express equation (1) in terms of a nondimensional breakdown

i)arameier, N = i_(70p/1/, where Ot is tile monmntunl-thickness a( lhe onsel point of

transition, ,v = .v_, and l_ is ill(' kinematic viscosily: and ill(" other way is in (erms of

(limensionless spot formation ra.le, it = )tl/2/l ;:_, as used by Mayle (19,()1). Hence, the first

part of equation (1) call be wrilt.en either as:

O1'
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Gostelow et al. (1994) conductedmeasurementsof boundary layer transition for six
different turbulence levels and a. wide range of pressuregradients and correlated the
nondinlensionalbreakdownparameter N as:

N= _0"86 × 10 -sexp[2.134Aeln(Tu)-59.23Ao-0.5641n(Tu)] Ao <0

[ 0.86 × 10-3exp[-0.5641n(Tu)] Ao > 0
(4)

where the pressure gradient parameter, Ao = (02/u)(d[7/dx), and the freestream turbu-

lence intensity. Yu. are evaluated at the onset point of transition.

In contrast, for zero-pressure-gradient flows, Mayle ( 1991 ) correlated the spot produc-

tion rate using intermit.tencv mea.surements as;

fir_ = 1.25 x lO-llTu r/4 (.5)

The constant ill equation ('5) may vary slightly depending on (he choice of the data: Mavle

also reported a value of 1..5 x 10 -11 in the same paper. When subject to pressure gradients.

Mayle (1991) normalized tic, by its value at zero-pressure-gradient, (fia)zpc;, and showed

a plot of versus the acceleration parameter, A" = (u/[r2)(d(:/da ') over a

wide range of fl'eestream intensity, 7"u. Steela.nt and Dick (1996) proposed tile following

correlation to fit Mavle's data:

tic* _ f (47,1Tu-29) 1-exp(2×m6K), A" < 0
(o)

(i_c*)zpc,, "[ 10-a22rK°_, h" > 0

A comparison of equations (2) and (3) indicates that:

A'= (7)

If both Gostelow el al. (1994) and Mavle (1991) used tile same data to correlate lheir

dimensionless quantities, ,\: and fia, respectively, an equation for the Reynolds number at

the onset of transition can be identified. For exalnple, for a zero-pressure-gradient case,

Gostelow el al.'s ( 1994 ) correlation, equation (4), gives:

N= 0.86 × 10-3Tu -°'564 (s)

Substituting equations (8) and (5)into equation (7). yields:

Heo, = 410Tu -°rrl (9)

Since equation (9)is different from Mayle's correlation (Mayle, 1991);

Roe, = 4007'u -°''r2'_ (lO)

nor does it resemble tlle well-known Abu-(lhannaIn and Shaw correlation for zero-pressure-

gradient flows (Abu-(lhannam and Shaw, 1980);

[leo, = 163 + exp(6.91 - Tu) (11)

the two correlations, equations (5) and (8), are not identical. We concluded that tile

choice of the transition correlations using either N or tic* must be tested in comi)any with

a proper choice of the correlations for the onset of transition.
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2.2 Solomon et al.

Tyl)i('ally for flows ill low-l)WSSUr(' lurl)ines, the onset of transitioll a11(I the ond of transi-

/ion are in diff('renl pressure gradienl regions, and to derive transition correlaliol> using

only parameters al the onsel point of transition 1nay resul! hi an incorrect t)rediction

o[' t]le transition length. Following the work of ('hen and Thvson (1971). Solo_non ('I

al. (l!).q5) develOl)ed a modified met ho(l for calculating intermitlen(v ill transitional flows

with changing l)ressure gradients.

The model of Solomon el al. (1.().qS) accounts for lhe effects of changing slreamwise

l)l'OSSllre gradi(qH on t h(' t)reak(town l)hysics and sl)rea(ling rate of lurl)ulenl Sl)OlS I)v allow-

ing Ill(' model (()llSlalltS to vary COII|inuouslv with t]lO local ])l'eSsllr(" gradienl ])al'al/l(q(q',

Ao. \Vhih' the Sl)()l g(meral]()ll l'al(' is aSSlltYl('(] 10 (t(3)cn(l only on Ill(" local ('ondilions al

the transition onsel point using tim relation of (;ostelow el al. (1.().().1), e(lualiolt (-1), lh("

Sl)Ol spreading half-angle o and l he sl)ot l)rol)agaliotl parameter c_ at'(' given by:

(r = 0.03 + (0.37/(0.-18 + :{.0('Xl)(52.i)A_ ))) (12)

_ = ,4 + (22,1-1/(0.79 + 2.72exp(47.63Ao))) (13)

The itltermillen('y dist, ributioll, rel aining {he ('OllC(qltraled t)reakdowu hyt)othesis of

Narasimha. is given hv:

2' = 1 -eXl) -_ tanodx (1-1)
• ,rt |b/ll(t (/" . a't

whet'(' ill(" Sl)Ol gei_eration rate, /_. is ('ah'ulated using ,\" from e(lualioll (-1).

Solomon et al. (1995) l(,sle(l th(gr model for several l)r('ssuw gradi('nl flows and showed

iml)roved agr(,emenl wilh lh(" eXl)erimenlal (lala.

2.3 Steelant and Dick

Sleelanl a_l(l l)ick (1996) dcvelol)cd a lransl)orl mod('l for inlermillen('v 1o t)e used in

c()n.jun('lion with conditioned Navier-blokes equations. They derived a model equation

starting [roln the itHermillencv (listrilmtion of l)hawan and Narasimha (1.()-),";). Differ-

enlialing ('qualioJt (1) along lhe slreamlin(" directioll, ._. lhev arrived al lhe following

transport equali(m:

-- ÷ -- ÷ - (1 - -;.)p,_," + c:' 4(,,) (15)
O/ i),r Oy

wit h

t(.,) = 2.1(.,).I"(.,) (16

The functioll _:4(._)represenlslhe (l_r/lT)(.r -.r,)lerm in equation (1), The function ,1"(,_

is formulal('(l 1o account for (listril)ute(I-l)reakdown and is given as:

a., '4 + b., ':_+ c.4 2 + d._' +
.1(._) = (17

g._':_ + h
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wherethe coefficients are;

o = ,/"- b = -0.4.906
Vl"

'DO" )-0.5
= o.2o4(_

/_tO" .5

d = 0.0 e = 0.04444(_) -J 9 = 1.0 h = 10__

Equations (5) and (6) were reconunended to evaluate the values of nor. In the above equa-

tions, (7 is tile freestwam velocity at, tile transition localion and tile streamline coordinate.

,_. is defined as;

f udx (18)
+ Pd_j

.,_ =. _ + 1,2

and s' = ._ - st, where ._, is the transition location.

Steelant and Dick (1996) tested their mode] in conjunction with two proposed sets

of conditioned averaged Navier-Stokes equations for zero, adverse, and favorable l)ressure

gradient flows and their results showed that the model performed well for all cases. While

the intermittencv transport equation reproduces the streamwise intermittency distribu-

tion of I)hawan and Narasimha, it. gives rise to a fairly uniform ";. distribution in the

cross-stream direction. This is somewhat inconsistent with the experimental observation

of Khq)anoff (1955), in which the variation of intermit.tencv in the cross-stream direction

has been proposed empirically as:

3(!j) = 1[1 - erf(£)] (19)

with

y
= _[_(y) - o.7s] (20)

where 5" is the displacement lhickness.

2.4 Cho and Chung

('ho and Chung (1992) developed a k-¢ -? turbulence model for free shear flows. In their

model the intermittencv effect, is incori)orated into the conventional k-( turbulence model

equations explicitly 1)37introducing a tla,nsi)orl equation for the intermittency factor 3.

The eddy viscosity is expressed in terms of k, _, and _. Their intermittency equation was

given as:

u._0, G - D-, + ,5'_, (21 )

The diffusion term. I)._. is represented t)y:

= o<--7(1 - (22)
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and the source term. ,q'_. is:

W hfq'c.

l'_...++ l'_..,, /+2 t)_ ,9_ (

' (' -(1-_) F (2:3)
k < O,r/?),r,i

()ll i

t',...._= - ,,:, , O;r.i
¢ j) (24)

()11 i

[_:.,_ = -.,.;-- (i = j) (25)
' ().l'j

all([

k _'/2 u, O.i 02,
F - (26)

The modeling constants are:

f

,'rn = 1.0 ('jr = 1.6 (.v_ = 0.15 ('.q:_ = 0.1G

(lho and ('hung (1992) teslcd lheir mo<lel for a plane jet. a round jet. a plane far wake. and

a plane mixing laver and showed iml)rov('<t model t)erformance. Although the model (h)es

in<Iced I)ro<lu<'(" a very realisti<" ;, 1)rolile for turbulent free shear ttows, il is llOt designed

to l)redict ttow lransition to lurbulence.

3 New Transport Model for the Intermittency

:\ new transport equal ion for inlermitten<'vis i)rol)osed. The lnaill ol)jectiveot'llle new

lno<lcl is to rel)rodu('e lhe intermittencv distribution of Dhawan and Narasimha in ll,e

slreamwise dirc<lion and at lhe same time Io give rise to a realisti(' variation of the

inlermitlencv in 111( _ cross-sl.realll <lirection. In order 1o accoml>lish lhis. a transt)orl

mo<lel for inlermilletwv, l)h'nding Steelanl an<l Dick's and ('ho and Chtmg's models, is

I>ropose(l.

The l)roduction term for lhe new model is a mix of the generali(m l erlns of _qle(,lanl

and Dick and of (!ho and ('hung. The firs! term, 7;>, is from Sle('lanl an<l l)ick, aiming

to l'el>roduce the intermittencv (lislribution of I)hawan and Narasilnha. Tl_e formula for

7'o is given by:

7o = ( 'op _ + _'2:.j(.,,) (27)

W]lere

.:¢(.,,)= 2.f(.,_).f'(.,) t2s)
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Onemajor aspectin whichterm To differs fl'om Steelant and Dick's model is tile distributed-

breakdown flmction f(s). Steelant and Dick's model was calibrated for use with condi-

tioned Navier-Stokes equal, ions and when used with the current approach it allows ex-

cessively long regions of distributed-breakdown. In order to a obtain shorter distance for

distributed-breakdown the function f(s) is modified in the new model.

The fimction f(a) used in the new model has the same form as Steelant and Dick's

model:

f(_) =

where tile coefficients are;

a._'4 + b._'a + cs '2 + d._' + e

9._':_+ h
(29)

_, _ ncr )-0:
a = o0V_r b = -0.4906 c = 0.204(7-7

110" • 5

d = 0.0 ( = 0.04444(-_=-)-'" h = 10e: 9 = 50 (30)

These coefficients are the same as those usedin Steelant and Dick's model except for a and

g. As will be seen in the comparisons of the models shown in section 5, the use of equation

(17) together with the current interlnittency approach, which makes use of intermittency

l,o lnodifv turtmlent viscosity directly (see section 4 for details), has a tendency to delay

tile onset of flow transition. Since the current approach does not use the conditioned

Navier-Stokes equations, this adjustment of coefficients, leading to a shorter dislance

for the distributed-breakdown flmction ,1"(,_), enables a faster response of the mean flow

solutions to tile intermittent effects.

Two major production terms from (1!110and ('hung's model are 7'1 and Y2. These two

terms are used in tile form (T1 -7/)) in 111o model. The term 7"1 milnics the production

of lurbulent kinetic energy, Pt., and is given by;

__ 7"i i
T1 = { 1 IT _ " ()3"j

with the shear stresses defined as;

(aJ)

[ O.i O,,.i "20._. ] "_-- 3p]vaijri.i = t': LOa. j + Oar, 3_ _':j (:12)

The term _ represents the production resulting fl'om the interaction between the mean

velocity and the intermittency fiehl and is given 1)y:

k :_/2 ui O_li O_
T2 = ('F,, /) (aa)

( (.,.._.)1120.r, 0,r,

The production t,erms 7;) and (T1 - 7)) are 1)lended by using a function F to facilitate

a gradual switching from Steelant and Dick's To to (:ho and Chung's (Tl -T2) inside the

transition region:

,"_,= (_ - F)r0 + F(T1 - T_) (a4)
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A non(linlellsiollal paralnet(u', l,'/,q'l:, is chosen to ('onslru('l lhe blending fim('lion /:.

where l,' is l he turlmlenl kinetic energy and 5, is tile magnilu(le of lhe strain ral('. This

parameter increases rapidly with distance away from lhe wall insid(' the (ransition region.

lsing the solution obtained 1)v Dhawan and Narashnha's model couph'd with artificial

cross-str('am profiles l)rovided I)v l(]ehanoff's formula, equal.ion (19). one may (livid(" (he

transilion zone inlo two regions I)v faking a diagonal cul between lh(' 1)oilll a,t the edge

of lit(' l)oundarv laver located at the beginning of transition (_ = O) Io lhe point at ill('

wall located at. Iho (*lid of transition region (2' = 1). The relation ])elweell ": and (lc//,'t:)

a.lollg 1.his diagonal line is then approximated 1)v the tbllowing correla*ion:

l:/S'l: = 200(1 - 2,°l )o.:_ (35)

This line corresponds to lhe I)order belween the Steelanl a.lld Dick and lhe ('ho and

('hung models: i.e. below lhis line, 7_ is active and al)ove lhis line (Tl -- 7:_,) is aclive.

In order to facilitalc a gradual switching from 7'o 1o (Tl - 7_). lhc following l_h'nding

['unction is proposed:

I""l/? -- tanht 2(10(1 - _o.l)u.:_ (36)

As can be seen from equalion (36). when /,j,q'l: >> 200(1 - ")°l )o.a (a posi!ion above the

culoff line), t: -- I and the model switches t.o (!ho and ('hung's nlodel: when I,'/,%, <<

200(1 -,.,/0.1 )o.3 (a position below the cutoff line), /7 = 0 and lhe model becomes Sleelanl

and Dick's model. Oulsidc 1he transition zone, the mo<lcl swilch to Ill(' ('ho and ('hung's

model eXCel)t for lh(' very thiu region ('los(' the wall.

In figure 1. Ill(' prol)osed correlatioll for 1he cutoff line. e(lualion (35), is compared

wil.h data cxtract.ed along the cutoff liue. defined by drawing a st.raiglH line I)('tween the

1)oin( al th(" edge of the I>oundarv laver located at (lie beginning of transit ion io (hf' 1)oinl

at the wall located al Ill(' ('.(l of transition region, of the T:{:\ solu( ion ol)lained using lh('

1)rOl)OS(,d transition model. :ks ('all be seen from Ill(' figur('. ILL(' d(,linilioll of (h(' cutot["

line proposed in equatiol! (35) is salisfactorv.

:\n additional diffusion-related l)l'Oducl.io]l term is introduced 1)v ('ho and ('hung as:

/c2 0";, ?)_
T_ = ( ':_/' (37)

O,r.i O,r :

This term is ke])l a.clive over lhe entire ttowfield, l.]lal is. no blending is applied to lhis

1('['111.

l)iffusion ot'_ is rel)re,'-;ellled [)V the following tOl'l/l:

.{
• ' j

The final form of the model is:

(38)

0/:, 0p..;? [ ]-- :_+ IZ (::Lq)
o: + o.,.;
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or

Op_/ Op'ui _
--+
Ot t):r j

+ °''"
k " Oa'.j

+ ('3P
e Oa'j Oa'j

1 - F)CopV/_ 2 + _,2 :¢(.,)

k 3/_ .i Ou, 0i ]-- - ('z';,,p _ (ua.u_.)l/2 Oa'.i O;rj)

O , 01
+ .-v-(((1 - + (1 - (40)

(za,, o,rj

where tile modeling COllSta.uts are,

c&, = rr_, = 1.0 ('0 = 1.0 ('_ = 1.6 (72 = 0.16 (':_ = 0.15

4 Implementation of the Transition Model

The iutermittency concept can be incorporated into the cotnputations either by using

conditioned-average Navier-Stokes equations (Steelant and Dick, 1996: IAbbv. 1975) or

sinlply by nmltiplying tile eddy viscosity obtained froln a, t,urbulence model, t't, by the

inlermittency factor. ") (Simon and Stephens, 1991). The major difficulty of the former

method is the requirement to solve two sets of highly coupled conditioned Navier-Stokes

equations. This inethod is computationally expensive and is not compatil)le with existing

CFD approaches. The latter approach is recommended in the current pal)er. Simon

and Stephens (1991) showed that by combining the two sets of conditioned Navier-Stokes

equations and making the assumption that the Reynolds stresses in the nonturbulent part

are negligible, the intermittencv can be incorporated into lhe computations by using the

eddy viscosity, tl_. which is obtained by multiplying the eddy viscosity from a turbulence

model, tt_, with the intermittencv faclor. "). That is, 1/7 = 2,tt_ is used in the mean flow

equations.

To allow the intermittency 1o have flfll control of the transitional behavior, the lurbu-

lence Inodel selected to obtain ttt must produce fifl]y turbulent feature before transition

location. Menter's SST model (Menter. 1994) can 1)e shown 1o produce fully lurbulent

flow in the leading edge of the botmdary layer. It is therefore recoinlnended to be used

as a baseline model to compute tit and other turlmlent quantities in the calculations.

Menter's SST model is provided in the Appendix.

The value of i_c7 used in evahtating the constallts given 1)y (30) is 1)rovided bv the

Mayle correlation;

hO" = 1.8 X 10-11y_t r/4 (41)

It, should be noted that a value of 1.8 × 10 -11 was used in the current work to give a slightly

better tit of Mayle's data. Whell flows are subject to pressure gradients, the correlation

of Steelanl, and Dick, equation (6), is used.

The current intermitlency approach was applied in conjunction with the correlation

of tluang and Xiong (1998) for the onset of transition:

He:o, = (120 + 150Tu-2/3)colh[4(0.3 - ht x 10_)] (42)
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where h't is tile nlildnuun value of the acceleratkm parameter hi the downstreanl <lecel-

eration region. This correlation was found to provide a slightly better al)proxinlation

than the correlation of :\bu-Ghamlanl and Shaw (19g0) in favorable pressure gradienls.

as discussed by Huang and Xiong (1995).

The computations are l)erformed witll a ])oundarv ]aver code which solves the mean

flow. l url)u.lence model and intermittencv equatiolts using second-order finite-volume

method. In the computations. 17.5 grid points, expanding from the wall to the freestream.

were used in the cross-stream direction for all cases. The y+ values for the first poilat away

froul the wall were kept between 0.1 and 0.1.5 for all cases. Tlle solutions were obtained

by using 1000 streamwise steps for all cases. This corresponds to maxinmm (limensionless

streamwise step sizes, _x +, of .19. 68, 47, and 37 for cases T3A, T3B. T3(!l, and T3('2

respectively. These step sizes and cross-streanl grid points were found satisfactory I)\

l)erforming a careful grid-indel)enden('y check, ill which the step sizes and grid spacing

were both decreased t)x' half: ltO ef[ecl on tile solutions was found.

:\t the inflow, a top-hal velocity t)rofile is l)rescribe([. Inlet turl)ulenl kinetic ettergy

is fixed according to the freestream turbulence levels and the energy dissipation rate is

adjusted according to the decay of tile fl'eestream turbulence, as will be illustrated in the

next sect ion.

5 Results and Discussion

The new transition model is used to predict the experimental test cases assembled by

Savill (1.99::Ia, 1!)!)31)): T3A, T3B, T3('I, aud T3(!2. These exl)erimenls were specially

designed to lest tit(' alfilit v of (/tt't)ltlellCe ltlo(lels to predict tlle ef[ect s of freest realtl t ttr-

huh'nee ou the developnlen( and Slli)se(luelll transit ion of a laminar boundary laver under

zero and varying pressure gradient conditions. ('ases T3A. T3B are zero-pressure-gradient

flows and T3('l, T3('2 are cases with conlinuous change in pressure gradient rel)resenl-

ing an aft-loaded turbine blade. (:omparisous were performed for these cases witll 1he

new transition model againsl the models of l)hawau and Narasintlla. Solomon el al.. and

Steelanl and Dick.

In all COlnl)utations, tile inlet conditions were calil)rated 1o inatc]t Ill(" exl)el'imenlal

de('av of turl)ulence using the SST model, hi ea(']l case. the inlet turl)ulent kinetic en-

ergy was fixed 1)v lit(' experimental freestream turl)ulence level and the matching of the

('reestream tul'l)ulence (lecav provided an esti)nated value for the dissipation rat(' of tllt'-

l)ulen( kinetic energy, (, (or the value of/tt/t*) at the inlet. Once the value o['( (or tit�p)

was deternlined this value was used in sul)se(luenl transition ('Olnl)ulalions.

In all cases, the onsel o[" transition was specified according to (he correlat ion of I|uang

and Xiong (1998), equation (42). The data of Savill were found to correlate well with equa-

tion (42) considering the uncertainties in experilnental data; see ftuang and Xiong (1998).

For T:/:\, T3B. T3('l, and I':/(1:2. the correlation gaw" the transit ion locations as lh o, =

2.57, 20:1. 194. and 297, resl)ectively, whih' the experimental data showed th e, = 272. 182.

211, and :178, respectively. The determination of the exl)erimelda] onset of trallsilion is

rather arl)itrarv. In our lnodel calculations, we deliberately used the correlat ion to l)redicl

the onset of transition in order to reduce (he <lel)endency on experimental ilq)uts.
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T3A experimentof Savill (1993a)correspondsto a zero-pressure-gradientflow over a

fiat plate at He = 3.6 x 10 a per meter. The freestream turbulence intensity at the leading

edge of the fiat. p]at.e is 3.35_. The decay of fi'eestream turbulence intensity is matched

with the experimental data by specifying lit/it = 7.6 at. the inlet, as shown in Figure 2.

The computed skin-friction coefficient distributions are compared with the experi-

inental data in Figure 3. Since TaA case is a zero-pressure-gradient case, Dhawan a.nd

Narasimha's and Solomon et al.'s models are identical. Steetant and Dick's model showed

that the transition was somewhat delayed and the length of transition was slightly wider

than the experimental data wlmn compared with the data and the other models. In

('ontrast. the current, model predicted the length of the transition region well and also

displayed an overshoot of skin-friction coefficient, ('f, al lhe end of transition region.

It should be noted that the failure of Steelant and Dick's model is because the original

distributed-breakdown function, equation (17), was calibrated against the conditioned

Navier-Stokes met]lod. To allow for a. faster repsonse to flow transition when coupled

with the current a pl)roach, a modified distributed-break(lowll function, equation (29). is
recommended.

The comparison of the Reynolds number based on mOmel_tun>thickness,/?e e- for T3A

case is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen fl'om this figure, the resul! of the new model is

also in good agreement with the experimenlal data.

One of the major features of the current model is its ability t.o reproduce realistic cross-

stream intermittency profiles. The predicted intermittency profiles at various streamwise

stations through the transition zone are shown in Figure 5. The profiles exhibit a. peak

between !l/a = = 1 and g/6 = = 2 then drop off toward zero near the edge of the bound-

arv laver, around .q/6" = 8. These features are consistent with the trends observed in

experimental data of Sohn and Reshotko (1991), and Gostelow and Walker(19.ql).

The current intermittencv model does not affect the ability of the turl)ulence models

in the fidlv developed region, as can be demonstrated in Figure 6. In figures 6(a) and

6(b), the velocity profiles obtained using the current intermittency model are compared

with those predicted using the SST model without the intermittencv modification for

/;lee = 1,000 and 5,000, respectively. For Reo = 1000. the velocity profiles differ slightly

near the fl'eestream, indicating the (Tj value predicted by the current model is slightly

larger. This larger value of the skin friction is associated with the overshoot of the skin

fiiction near the end of the transition region, as shown in Figure 3. Further downstreanl,

al /?ee = 5000 the velocity profile obtained fl'om the new model is essentially coincident

with the one obtained by using the SST model alone, as shown in figure 6(b).These results

clearly show that the new inl.ermitt.ency model does not affect "good" solution behavior

of the turbulence model the in the fully developed turbulent region.

The second test case is the T3B case of Savill (1993a). T3B case is also a zero-

pressure-gradient flow with a fi'eestream turbulence intensity of 6'7, at the leading edge of

the flat plate. The fi'eestream Reynolds number is 6.3 × 10 a per meter. In order to match

the experimental decay of free stream turbulence intensity, as shown in Figure 7, t_t//t is

specified as 60 at the inlet.

The skin-fi'iction coefficient distributions obtained by the models are compared with

the experimental data, as shown in Figure 8. The transition length predicted by the

Dhawan and Narasimha correlation is longer than the data and those predicted by the
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other two models. Steelant and 1)ick's model showeda delay of transition becauseof

the useof lilt" dislril)ut,ed-t_reakdownfunction, equalion (17). Tile new model produces

tile shorlest transition length, and is closestto the experimentaldata. The discrepancy
betweenthe current solution and the exl)el'imentaldata ['or this caseis partly due to the

specifiedtransition onsel 1)oint.
In Figure.9.the monlentum-thicknessReynolds nunll)er is compared t.o the exl)erilnen-

ta] data. The solution of the new model ix t.he closest to tile experimental data followed

by Steelant and Dick's model.

The _ profiles from the new model at various st,reamwise stations through tile transi-

lion zone are shown in Figure 10. The profiles have the same characteristics as the TaA

case. l)ut due to high fi'ee slvealn lurl)ulence intellsil\', lhe results showed that the peaks in

lhe profiles are loss pronounced R)r this case and tile spread of lhe inlertniltency al)l)eavs

to I)e wider across the transition region.

The lwxt cases are lhe T3('I and T3('2 exl)erinlellts of Savill (1!)93a). Tiles{' cases are

varial)le i)ressure gradient flows representing actual turl)ine characleristics. Both cases

have similar pressure variations, but wilh differenl t{evnol<ls numbers and free streanl

turbulence inlensities. The pressure coetficienl distribu!ions along the flal plate for lhese

cases are shown ill Figure 11. Ill lhe figure, tile svml)ols are the experimental data points

and the lines art" the curve filling to the dala points. These ('/, profiles were i111)ut in Ill('

I)oundarv laver code to t)erfoHn lhe calculaliolls.

T:I('I case has an inlet t{eynolds number of 4.1 × 105 per llletel'. Turbulence intensilv

al l he leading edge of lhe plate is 7.78_/_ and a value of 11¢/1t = 30 is used al the inhq il_

order io nlalch the decay of free slream turl)ulence intensity, as shown in t:igure 12.

A comparison of skin-friction is shown in Figure 13 for T3CI case. All models excel)l

the ('UlTelll model overpredicled the transition length. Tilt' solutions of Dhawan and

Narasinlha nlodel and of lhe model of Solomon et al. are slighlly different with the ]atler

predicting a longer Iransition length. Again, Stee[anl and l)ick's model sl,)wed a delay of

t he transition due to a slower <list ribuled-l)reakdown funcl ion, equation ( 17), being used.

Overall. the new model showed a faMv good comparison of tile transition l)ehavior.

The I_ e dislt'ibution along tile fill plate is COlnpared to exl)erimental dala in Figure 1-1

fbr the T:I( '1 case. Ill general, lhe new model l'el)roduced lho developnlent of the boundary

laver belier than all other models.

The int.ermittencv factor t)rofiles from tile new model at various stleamwise slations

through the transit, ion zone are shown in Figure 15 for tile T3('I case. The characteristics

of t.he profiles are similar to t.he T3B cases with mild peaks showing around !j/,_" = 1.6

and tile profiles decaying to zero around :t/3" = 10, near the edge of Ill(" 1)oundarv laver.

T3(':2 case has an inlel l{evnolds number of 3.5 > 10_ per meter and a fl'ee slream

turl)ulence intensit\' of 2.8c_ at the leading. The decay of free stream turl)ulence inlensitv

was matched with the the experimenlal data by specifying ttt/ll = ,5 ai lhe inlet, as shown

in t:igure 16.

The predicted skin-friclioll coefficienl distributions are COlnpared with experimental

data in Figure 17. Both the models of Dhawan and Narasimha and of Solomon el al.

give rise to a too early transition 1)charier and also a longer transition length. On the

other hand. Steelant and l)ick's model did nol predict the onset of transition Ul)lO the

end o[" computational domain. Again this is caused 1)v the original distril)uted-l)reakdown
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flmction being used,as discussedearlier. Overall, the current model showsa fairly good
comparison with the data.

The Reynolds number based on momentum-thickness along the flat plate is compared

to experimental data in Figure 18. Overall, the new model reproduces the development

of boundary layer t:airly well.

The intermittency factor _ profiles at various stations through the transition zone are

shown in Figure 19 for the T3C2 case. It should be noted that T3C2 has a lower fl'eestream

turbulence intensity than T3C1. As a. results, the profiles show more pronounced peaks

between 9/a" = 1 and y/a _ = 2 and the spread of the intermittencv is less wider across the

transition zone. These features are similar to the comparison of the zero-pressure-gradient

cases, T3A and T3B.

6 Concluding Remarks

A new transport equation for intermittency is developed for modeling transitional flows

including influences of free stream turbulence and pressure gradients. The inodel can

be considered as a mix of two existing models, aiming t.o reproduce the intermittencv

distribution of Dhawan and Narasimha (1958) in the streamwise direction and to produce

a realistic variation of intermittencv in the cross-stream direction.

The new model was tested for both zero-pressure-gradienl and variable pressure gra-

dient flows with different freestream turbulence intensities. The new lnodel was used in

conjunction with Menter's SST model to predict the T3A, T3B, T3C1. and T3(!2 ex-

,, 3a. 19._3b). (,ompaHsons of ('I distributions, the development ofperiments of Savill (199" ' '

the boundary layer, and intermittency profiles were made for all cases. The new model

showed a good transition behavior for all cases.
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Appendix- Menter's SST Model

1Menter's SST model (]Menter, 19.94) is based on a mix o[' lwo-equation 1,'-_ and/v- (

turl)ulence models using a blending ftlnclioll El. The model ('all be written as:

/_'-e(tua.tion:

,.'-equation:

OI)k Opu ;k O Ok

+ o.,.j - & - o.o_.>_,L.+ _( (, + _k,,).7- t0-7- u.r _
A-l)

c O O_.,

0l>_'0_7_+ Ot, ti_'O.r.,- 1,, t'_. - .:_1>_-"+ _(. (tl + _ _tlt ) O.r.,--)

1 Ok 0_:
+ 2p(l - t:_l)cr..2

o.,O.r.; O.r i

1'he constanls, c. J, o'# and _. are given by the following general expression:

:\-2}

o = t",o_ + (1 - F1)o2 :\-3)

where o represents any one of lhese constants: o_ represents any constant in the /v-,.'

model: 02 tel)resents l lw corresponding constanl in the k- _ nlodel. These constanls are

defined as:

Set 1 (/," -- o.'):

rraq = 0.8.5 c%_ = 0.5 _h = 0.075 q = 0.553 A-4)

Set 2 (/,'- ¢I:

_ra.e= 1.(} rr_,e = 0.$56

The t)roduction lerm is given as:

_ = 0.0S28 ('2 = 0.44 A-5)

WlleI'("

A-6)

Ti, I _ tll

b2

9
5i_ - _plcS, i

3 #.ra. ,3

The blending function lq is defined as:

:\-7)

F1 = lanh(arg 4) A-S )
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with

arg 1
•111111_ Illax [ -- ._OOl/"

4p_2k }• , 2 (A-_))
( Dt._d

where d is the distance to the closest wall and ('Da,_o is the positive portion of the cross-

diffusion term ill Equation (A-2).

('Dt._ = max 2p_r_20,r. i _:

Tile kinelnaiic eddy viscosity is defined as;

10-2o (A-IO)

a lk

_'_= (A-11)
max(a,_:; f_F12)

where _ is the magnitude of vorticity and al = 0.31. The function f) is given by:

wilh

N2 = tanh(arg_) (A-12)

arg 2 = max [ :2V_" 5001.,
" [0.09_:d; d2_,,'

(A-13)
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